PRE-CONGRESS COURSE

MASTER CLASS COURSE “TRAIN THE TRAINER”
For Italian Physicians only: 27,9 Crediti ECM

Naples - September 11-13, 2017
Venue: Royal Continental Hotel
Director and training supervisor:
Armando Romeo (Brazil)
Training Supervisors:
Luiz Flavio Fernandes (Brazil) & Adriana Liceaga (Mexico)
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Monday - September 11, 2017
08.30 - 09.30

Romeo’s Gladiator Rule: knots classification; the 6 blocking sequences;
The Romeo’s Gladiator rule technique: a mandatory upgrade of the intra and extra corporeal
technique (A. Romeo)

09.30 - 10.30

Theory of parallel axes of suture: the perfect stitch;
Loading of the needle: the simple rules;
Positioning of the needle: pulling the hair and arc and arrow
Change of direction: flag manouver - grinding coffee - rollercoaster or looping (A. Romeo)

10.30 - 11.00

Coffee break

11.00 -12.30

Hands on Master Class Course
The Gladiator knot tying: 360 degrees
A - Left and right hand (dominant-suturing) in triangle simple position, latero-lateral;
B - Left and right hand (dominant-suturing) in narrow position with right hand in suprapubic
position in a very complicated vertical zone;

12.30 - 14.30

Light lunch

14.30 - 18.00

C - Left hand (dominant-suturing) and right hand in a vertical zone (suprapubic);
Monomanual (right hand) simple sequence clockwise and counter-clockwise;
Monomanual (left hand) simple sequence clockwise and counter-clockwise;
Bimanual left and right hands alternate knot tying sequences
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Tuesday - September 12, 2017
10.00 - 10.30

Loading of the needle
- Pulling the hair manouver
- Arc and arrow

10.30 - 11.00

Coffee break

11.00 - 12.00

Change of orientation of the needle and his fine direction step
- Flag manouver
- Grinding coffee
- Rollercoaster

12.00 - 13.00

The “X” Exercise with right and left hand
Stitches with simple angles: perfect stitches

13.00 - 14.00

Light lunch

14.00 - 15.00

The 20 knots test: left and right hand

15.00 - 16.00

The 5 blocking sequences

16.00 - 17.00

Running sutures and vertical sutures

17.00 - 18.00

The 20 knots test bimanual sutures
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Wednesday - September 13, 2017
08.30 - 10.00

Mono and Bimanual Knot tying

10.00 - 10.30

Complicated angles stitch: anterior and posterior myomectomy

10.30 - 11.00

Coffee break

11.00 - 12.30

Fix the models on the base

12.30

End of the Course
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